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1. Introduction

Public investment in infrastructure is, once again, at the 
heart of the development agenda. With interest rates 
continuing to languish at record lows, there is growing 
support for increased public investment in both the 
developed and developing worlds to support economic 
growth (IMF, 2014). There has also been a shift in thinking 
about the role of the state in infrastructure provision in 
recent years. 

While greater support for private involvement in 
the provision of infrastructure services has improved 
operational efficiency, the levels of investment generated 
have fallen short of expectations (Helm and Mayer, 2016). 
There is, therefore, greater recognition of the role the state 
might play in filling this gap.

This is not, however, the first wave of enthusiasm 
for public investment in infrastructure. Previous surges 
in capital spending have often led to increased levels of 
debt without delivering the expected returns to economic 
growth (Warner, 2014). There is evidence that public 
investment in infrastructure does not tend to be done 
particularly well in either developed or developing 
countries (Flyvbjerg et al., 2002; Ansar et al., 2014), 
although the problems are often most acute where the 
infrastructure needs are greatest. 

Public investment management (PIM) institutions have 
come to be seen as the missing piece of the puzzle (Rajaram 
et al., 2010, 2014; Dabla-Norris et al., 2012; IMF, 2015a). 
Increasing public investment has the potential to increase 
economic growth; but the returns to investment depend on 
the quality of institutions overseeing that investment. 

International development actors are, increasingly, 
supporting programmes to reform ‘public investment 
management systems’ with a view to improving the 
efficiency of investment. These reform efforts are being 

built, predominantly, around PIM diagnostic frameworks 
developed by the World Bank and adapted by the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF). The World Bank 
has engaged with more than 60 countries on PIM issues 
in recent years. The IMF, meanwhile, has pledged to 
increase support for PIM and use its Public Investment 
Management Assessment (PIMA) tool to help countries 
identify reform priorities and develop capacity-building 
strategies (IMF, 2015b). Consultation is now underway 
on a revised and harmonised public investment diagnostic 
tool. 

The interest of the international community in 
improving value for money from investment spending is a 
welcome development. As international organisations look 
to standardise approaches to measuring PIM, this report 
provides a timely stocktake of the evolution of ideas in this 
field and explores how international engagement around 
PIM could be improved upon in future. 

The report is structured as follows.

 • Section 2 looks at the origins of the international 
community’s current interest in PIM and demonstrates 
the shift in thinking around public investment over 
recent decades. 

 • Section 3 looks in detail at the two diagnostic 
frameworks that have been most widely used in 
developing countries, the World Bank’s Unified 
Framework for Public Investment Management and the 
IMF’s PIMA, setting out their evolution, differences in 
approach and weaknesses.

 • The final section looks ahead, with suggestions on how 
to maximise the impact of this growing interest in PIM.



2. What is ‘public investment 
management’?

1 Public investment is sometimes used in a wider sense to mean investment in human capital such as education and health spending, or financial 
investments by government institutions such as sovereign wealth funds. However, in this paper it is only used in this narrower sense, which is typically 
measured by general government gross fixed capital formation (in national accounts) or spending on fixed assets (in government finance statistics).

2 See IMF (2014: 92), Table 3.2: Economy Group Composition for details of which countries are in each category. This categorisation ‘is not based on 
strict criteria, economic or otherwise, and it has evolved over time. The objective is to facilitate analysis by providing a reasonably meaningful method 
of organizing data’ (ibid.: 161). The categories do not strictly follow the World Bank low-, middle- and high-income country categorisation. There are a 
number of high-income countries included in the emerging market group of economies and a number of lower-middle-income countries included in the 
group of developing countries. 

Public investment is government spending on the creation 
or improvement of physical assets, including both 
economic infrastructure (such as airports, roads, railways, 
water and sewerage systems, electricity utilities and 
telecommunications) and social infrastructure (such as 
schools, hospitals and prisons) (IMF, 2015a).1

This section explores the evolution of ideas around PIM 
across the international community. It sets out trends in 
the levels of public investment over time, and shows why 
public investment is enjoying a renewed emphasis in fiscal 
policy debates. It then looks at how perspectives on the 
management of investment have changed; with a shift from 
a narrow focus on appraisal and the integration of capital 
and recurrent expenditure to a broader emphasis on the 
production and management of public assets.

2.1. Changing perspectives on public 
investment 

2.1.1. Fiscal policy perspectives

Interest in the processes for managing public investment 
has waxed and waned with the level of investment. After 
booming in the 1970s, public investment fell precipitously 
in low-income countries in the 1980s, before a partial 
recovery since 2005 (see Figure 1).

Perspectives on public investment have evolved in 
line with changes in the development community’s 
understanding of economic development more broadly. 
From the 1950s to the 1970s, the quantity of capital 
investment was seen as central to economic development. 
For example, the Harrod–Domar growth model, used 

Figure 1. Public Investment 1970-2011 (percentage of GDP, weighted by purchasing power parity)2 
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widely by development economists, suggested a linear 
relationship between the amount of capital investment in 
the economy and the level of growth (Easterly, 1997).3 

This growth model was later amended by Walter 
Rostow (1962) who argued that development was choked 
off by a lack of savings and that donors could promote 
growth by closing the financing gap. The focus of the 
World Bank for its first three decades was on supporting 
investment in infrastructure (roads, dams, ports, water 
and sanitation systems) as a critical need for development, 
with engineers forming a strong core of the Bank’s staff. 
The World Bank was also an early proponent of social 
cost–benefit analysis as a way to appraise and select 
high-return projects. In the 1980s and early 1990s, many 
governments in low-income countries had invested heavily 
in infrastructure, but did not have the economic growth to 
show for it. In many cases, this had led to crippling debt 
burdens. It was difficult to maintain the view that there 
was a linear relationship between investment and growth 
when overwhelming evidence showed that the quantity of 
capital spending, on its own, could not explain the varied 
growth levels of different countries (Easterly, 1997). 

The consensus view in Washington D.C. was that 
development failings had been the result of poor policies, 
rather than insufficient investment (see, for example, 
Balassa, 1986; Krueger, 1990; Williamson, 1990). Part of 
this critique related to policies that impeded the effective 
functioning of markets, but another key component of 
getting the ‘policies right’ was ensuring fiscal discipline. 

International organisations called for fiscal retrenchment 
as part of structural adjustment programmes, and 
investment spending was often a relatively easier target 
for cuts than ongoing government operations. It is easier 
to reduce capital than current expenditure, simply by 
allowing capital assets to depreciate more quickly through 
reduced maintenance expenditure, or by cancelling a few 
large infrastructure projects (see Hemming and Ter-
Minassian, 2004).

By the late 1990s, poverty reduction had become 
the primary objective of most organisations working in 
development (Simson, 2012). Advocacy campaigns helped 
to rally support for increased public spending, which was 
to be financed in part by debt relief and increased aid 
flows. Increases in expenditure were to focus on poverty 
alleviation and, in particular, spending on health, education 
and other social development goals. These perspectives 
were summarised in the Millennium Development Goals 
(MDGs), which set targets for poverty reduction and social 
development. Donor agencies monitored certain ‘poverty 
reducing expenditures’ (primarily in the social sectors) in a 
number of countries that were eligible for debt relief. 

The mid-2000s saw a growing critique of the MDGs, 
which created a ‘false dichotomy’ between poverty 

3 This model continues to be used in certain countries where there is a legacy of central economic planning.

reduction and economic growth (Paternostro et al., 2007). 
A number of authors (Killick, 2004; Paternostro et al., 
2007; World Bank, 2005) suggested that a narrow focus 
on spending in the social sectors might be crowding out 
spending on infrastructure, as well as on agriculture and 
private-sector development, that could alleviate poverty by 
increasing long-term economic growth. 

In the 2000s, the fiscal policy agenda shifted away from 
concerns with macroeconomic stability to how fiscal policy 
could promote economic growth (World Bank, 2006, 2007). 
Developing country governments, especially in Latin 
America, felt the fiscal reforms they were undertaking were 
too biased towards fiscal restraint. They argued that the 
macroeconomic stabilisation framework recommended 
by the IMF placed undue restrictions on their capacity 
to undertake public investments, at the cost of long-term 
growth (Rajaram et al., 2014: 4-5). 

Concerns over the low levels of public spending in 
infrastructure have not been limited to low-income and 
developing countries. Such concerns have been echoed more 
recently in the debates over whether and how fiscal stimulus 
could promote growth in OECD countries following the 
financial crisis of 2008 (Berg et al., 2016). The IMF has also 
sided with these arguments, stating that ‘the time is right for 
an infrastructure push’ (IMF, 2014: 75).

2.1.2. Infrastructure policy perspectives
Running in parallel to these developments were evolving 
views on the appropriate role of government in the 
provision of infrastructure services. The 1994 World 
Development Report noted that ‘[m]ajor investments 
have been made in infrastructure stocks, but in too many 
developing countries these assets are not generating 
the quantity or the quality of services demanded.’ This 
signalled two major departures from much of the previous 
infrastructure debate.

 • The first departure was the idea that the objective 
should be the provision of infrastructure services, 
rather than the construction of infrastructure assets. 
Building roads or power stations, therefore, is not the 
goal of public policy; instead, the goal is to improve 
transportation or access to electricity. Rather than 
concentrating on individual projects, the report called 
for a stronger focus on the institutions that regulate and 
operate the provision of infrastructure services.

 • The second key departure was that government 
institutions and their incentives were seen as being 
at the root of poor service provision. The proposed 
solution was to increase private involvement in the 
financing, ownership and management of infrastructure 
assets. The report advocated competition, private-sector 



management practices and greater use of public–private 
partnerships (PPPs) to finance infrastructure. The role 
of government is seen primarily as a policy-maker and 
regulator, rather than an investor and operator. 

The key take-away message was that governments needed 
to undertake institutional reform and that the private 
sector and markets would take the lead in filling the gaps in 
infrastructure service provision (World Bank, 1994). 

The optimism of the 1994 World Development Report 
about private investment has been tempered somewhat in 
recent years. Despite a wave of institutional reforms that have 
increased private participation in infrastructure, and resulting 
efficiency gains, the amount of private investment has fallen 
short of expectations (Estache and Fay, 2009). This problem 
is particularly acute in places where the levels of access to 
infrastructure are the lowest (ibid.). 

There is now a greater acknowledgement of the 
importance of both public and private sectors in 
infrastructure provision: while there is a more nuanced 
recognition of the relative strengths of the private sector, few 
would argue that this sector alone can fill the infrastructure 
gap. Today’s infrastructure gaps are thus expected to be 
filled by a mixture of public investment, private investment 
and public–private investment. Although the Harrod–Domar 
growth model has been largely consigned to history, the 
notion of financing gaps continues to play a powerful role 
in policy debates on infrastructure. The run-up to the Third 
International Conference on Financing for Development 
in Addis Ababa in 2015 saw a wave of calculations 
of infrastructure gaps and calls for different financing 
sources to fill them. Such calculations have been made for 
developed, as well as developing, countries.4 

2.2. Changing perspectives on the 
management of public investment

As ideas have evolved on the role of the state and fiscal policy 
in infrastructure provision, so too have perspectives on how 
the state can best manage investment. In the 1950s and 1960s, 
there was limited engagement with the specific processes 
whereby governments managed their public investment 
projects. Governments prepared national development plans, 
targeted capital investment rates were set and donors provided 
aid to close the financing gap in capital investment. 

Today, nobody would argue that it is the quantity of 
investment spending alone that determines the outcomes; 
how that money is spent matters too. Running in tandem 
with efforts to close infrastructure financing gaps has been 
a growing interest in how to improve the institutions that 
manage the investment. However, the understanding of which 
institutions matter and why they matter continues to evolve.

4 See Ruiz Nunez and Wei (2015) for an overview of infrastructure financing estimates and an attempt to calculate this for all developing countries on a 
consistent basis. Estache and Fay (2009) provide a brief overview of the different methodologies for calculating infrastructure financing gaps, and their 
limitations.

2.2.1. Investment appraisal and public investment 
programmes

The late 1960s saw significant efforts to develop social 
cost–benefit analyses that could evaluate public investments 
in developing countries (see Little and Mirrlees, 1991, for 
a useful summary). Originating in welfare economics, these 
analyses emerged from debates among economists about 
the best techniques to evaluate economic costs and benefits 
in developing countries. They aimed, in part, to improve 
the quality of evaluations undertaken by donors; but efforts 
were also made to support the use of cost–benefit analysis 
by developing country governments. Many staff from 
aid-receiving countries were trained in social cost–benefit 
analysis techniques during the 1970s and 1980s (Rajaram 
et al., 2014).

In the 1980s, the World Bank recommended multi-year 
rolling public investment programmes (PIPs) as a way to 
link micro-project appraisal with macroeconomic objectives. 
The idea was to create a pipeline of well-prepared projects 
that had been appraised using cost–benefit analysis and 
were ready for selection through the annual budget process 
(Schiavo-Campo and Tommasi, 1999). 

The World Bank also provided analytical support to 
these programmes through a series of public investment 
reviews, which reviewed the stock of investment projects 
to help governments prioritise their limited fiscal resources. 
By the 1990s, public investment reviews had been replaced 
by public expenditure reviews in keeping with the broader 
focus on overall spending and the wider budgetary process. 

2.2.2. Medium-term integrated budgeting 
In the 1980s and 1990s, the attention of the international 
financial institutions shifted towards the more general fiscal 
and budgetary problems facing developing countries. This 
was a result of the decline in public investment, the other 
economic and fiscal problems many developing countries 
faced in these ‘lost decades’, and the focus on social 
spending in the era of the MDGs. A shift away from the 
provision of finance through specific projects and towards 
budget support also raised concerns about overall systems 
of budgetary and fiduciary management. Public investment 
was not identified as in need of targeted reforms. 

The lessons learned from the economic and fiscal 
problems of the 1980s and 1990s, and the attempts to 
combat these, were summed up in a series of publications 
towards the end of the 1990s. The World Bank’s Public 
Expenditure Management Handbook aimed to ‘[provide] 
a framework for thinking about how governments can 
attain sound budget performance and [give] guidance 
on the key elements of a well-performing public 
expenditure management system.’ (World Bank, 1998: 1.) 
These handbooks can be understood as part of the 
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‘post-Washington Consensus’ and the broader recognition 
that ‘institutions matter’ for the provision of services.

It is worth noting that none of the key ‘weaknesses in 
resource allocation and use’ identified in the Handbook 
relate specifically to public infrastructure investment, 
although several more general problems would clearly have 
an impact upon such investment5 (World Bank, 1998: 5). 
Similarly, Schick (1998) devotes no special attention 
to PIM, instead focusing on achieving the objectives 
of aggregate fiscal discipline, allocative efficiency and 
operational efficiency. Public investment was not identified 
as posing any special challenges, but was subsumed 
under these broader notions of allocative and operational 
efficiency.

The key problem identified as affecting public 
investment was the practice of ‘dual budgeting’,6 where 
recurrent and development budgets are prepared 
separately. While the aim of capital budgets and PIPs was 
to provide a mechanism to manage investment projects 
more efficiently, in practice they have been associated with 
several budget weaknesses. 

There is often, for example, a lower hurdle to 
incorporate projects presumed to be ‘productive’ in 
the development budget than to approve increases in 
recurrent spending that are presumed ‘unproductive. 
This leads to a form of ‘opportunistic budgeting’, where 
current expenditures are labelled as capital investments 
(Schick, 1998: 68), and to an expansionary bias towards 
spending, as new projects are inserted without considering 
their future and recurrent implications. PIPs, therefore, 
tended to ‘neglect medium- to longer-term operations 
and maintenance expenditure needs’ (Brumby et al., 
2013: 578.). 

The ‘inexorable growth of “investment projects” 
also results in an ‘annual budget process [that] allocates 
extremely limited domestic resources to keep too many 
projects and activities alive’ (World Bank, 1998: 5). PIPs 
tended to be too bottom up (i.e. driven by the process 
of selecting projects) and not sufficiently constrained by 
top-down resource limits. 

This problem of dual budgeting was just one example 
of, and perhaps ‘the single most important culprit in’, the 
broader failure to link policy, planning and budgeting 
(World Bank, 1998: 56). Dual budgeting was, in turn, 
identified as perhaps ‘the single most important factor 
contributing to poor budgeting outcomes at the macro, 
strategic and operational levels in developing countries’ 
(World Bank, 1998: 31). 

5 For example: poor planning; no links between policy-making, planning and budgeting; inadequate funding of operations and maintenance; little 
relationship between budget as formulated and budget as executed; and unreliability in the flow of budgeted funds to agencies and to lower levels of 
government. See World Bank (1998: 5), Box 1.

6 Similarly, Schick (Schick, 1998:39) identifies ‘enclave budgeting’ as one of the key allocative efficiency problems in developing countries: attempting to 
protect certain priorities by establishing special funds, separate investment budgets and other devices that wall off ‘enclaves’ from the rest of the budget.

7 Some PIM issues covered in the Public Expenditure Management Handbook are project selection (criteria for selection) and review (at appraisal stage), but 
these are not discussed extensively.

As a result, PFM reforms focused not on public 
investment in particular, but on efforts to solve this more 
general problem of linking policy, planning and budgeting. 
Medium-term expenditure frameworks and centrally set 
top-down budget ceilings were championed to integrate 
both capital and recurrent expenditure and bring a more 
medium-term, resource-constrained and policy-based 
perspective to budgeting.7 The role of the centre was to set 
the overall spending limits and ministries were to prioritise 
across both recurrent and capital spending. PIPs were still 
prepared and could serve as useful informational tools by 
describing all the projects that were underway in the line 
ministries. However, they were no longer supported by 
international organisations as the main link between public 
spending and development objectives. 

2.3. The rise of public investment 
management

2.3.1. The particular challenges of public investment
Government objections to severe fiscal restraint have often 
been countered by strong arguments that increased public 
investment may lead to waste. Pritchett (2000) pointed 
out that spending inefficiencies mean that the return from 
a dollar of spending on infrastructure is not necessarily 
equivalent to an increment of a dollar in the public capital 
stock. This problem is likely to be particularly acute in 
those developing countries where infrastructure is most 
needed, but institutions are weakest. There is, therefore, a 
risk that countries could find themselves saddled with debt 
as a result of infrastructure investment, but without the 
expected improvements in infrastructure services. 

The policy importance of more efficient investment and of 
addressing the challenges to such investment have given rise 
to a burgeoning literature on PIM. This recognises explicitly 
that investment spending is ‘different’ and may require 
specific management processes (Fainboim et al., 2013). 

Spending on large-scale public investment projects, 
for example, often has large budgetary implications. 
Capital investment is often ‘one off’ (making it hard to 
estimate costs) and technically complex to manage, both 
in terms of procurement and implementation. Where the 
costs of projects overrun, they can create considerable 
fiscal risks for a government. Spending on investment is 
generally ‘lumpy’: projects tend to need significant up-front 
financing rather than smooth and regular payments over 
their lifespan. Public investment also creates lasting assets 



that have to be maintained. This means that decisions 
made today on whether to go ahead with a project have 
implications for future financing obligations related to 
operation and maintenance.

Large-scale investment projects are not only technically 
difficult to manage, but they also pose particular political 
problems. Infrastructure is built in specific locations 
and neither the costs nor the benefits of investments are 
evenly spread. Large dams, for example, may require the 
resettlement of citizens. There is often strong resistance 
to projects that might increase air and noise pollution. At 
the same time, investments can benefit local economies in 
the form of greater employment, for example, and local 
politicians may compete to attract investment to win votes; 
even if the returns to other investments might be greater 
from a national perspective. Reconciling these divergent 
political interests poses a real challenge for effective 
investment in infrastructure. 

Public investment is also particularly prone to 
corruption and waste. Where politicians cannot make 
credible commitments to their potential supporters, 
political support is gained by clientelism, such as spending 
on narrowly targeted public infrastructure and excessive 
rent-seeking, or what has become known as ‘pork barrel’ 
politics.8 This logic also applies to ‘white elephants’ – 
investment projects with costs that massively exceed their 

8 The appropriation of government spending for local projects secured solely or primarily to bring money to a political representative’s district.

9 The projects are located in 20 countries on five continents, including both developed and developing nations, and were completed between 1927 and 1998.

10 All the projects studied in developing countries were railway projects. Average cost escalation for railway projects in Europe was 34.2%, and 40.8% in 
North America.

over-estimated benefits. Inefficient projects demonstrate the 
credibility of politicians’ promises to their supporters, who 
know full well that these loss-making projects would not 
be maintained by opposing politicians: ‘it is not just that 
politicians are bad at picking winners, they actually pick 
known losers’ (Robinson and Torvik, 2005).

An emerging body of empirical evidence also suggests 
that investment spending is not being particularly well 
managed in either developed or developing economies. In 
a sample of 258 transportation projects in both developed 
and developing countries, Flyvbjerg et al. (2002) found 
evidence of persistent time delays and average cost 
overruns of 27.6%, as well as over-estimation of benefits.9 
These overruns rose to 64.6% for projects in developing 
countries (although the sample of just 16 projects was 
much smaller and all were railways).10 A more recent study 
of 245 large hydropower dams in 65 countries found 
cost overruns averaging 90% (Ansar et al., 2014). The 
Construction Sector Transparency Initiative (CoST, 2011) 
has also reviewed cost and time overruns in a number of 
developed and developing countries, as shown in Figure 2.

2.3.2. A public investment management system
Rajaram et al. first conceptualised the idea of a PIM 
system in their ‘public investment management diagnostic 
framework’ (Rajaram et al., 2010, 2014). Their approach 

Figure 2. Time and cost overruns for investment projects in selected countries
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draws together and builds upon three previous strands of 
thinking on investment management: 

 • the project appraisals in the 1970s, emphasising the 
importance of linking investment choices to policy and 
high-quality investment appraisal for selecting efficient 
projects,

 • the public expenditure management literature of the 
1990s, acknowledging the importance of integrated 
budgeting to ensure that sufficient resources are 
provided not only for the construction of assets, but also 
for their maintenance and operation, and

 • infrastructure policy debates, noting that the returns to 
investment depend not only upon the construction of 
the asset, but also on how that asset delivers services. 
 
The innovation of this framework is to bring these 

different strands together and conceptualise PIM as a 
system to produce productive public assets, from the 
planning of an asset right through to its operation. It 

recognises that decisions taken throughout the whole life 
cycle of an asset affect the efficiency of investment, and 
examines these processes as a PIM system, rather than 
simply examining appraisal procedures or the management 
of the budget in isolation.

2.4. Summary
There has been a resurgence in interest about the role 
of public investment in promoting economic growth, as 
shown by rising levels of public investment in developing 
countries. However, similar surges of public investment in 
the past have seen wasteful spending, rising debt and little 
of the anticipated economic growth. 

Today, there is far greater interest in the literature not 
just in the quantity of investment spending, but also in how 
that spending is managed. The idea of a PIM system has 
emerged to improve returns to public investment through 
institutional reforms. The literature on this system fills a 
gap in the literature on public expenditure management in 
the late 1990s about the specific institutional procedures 
needed to manage capital spending.



3. What do public 
investment management 
diagnostics tell us?

11 PEFA has become the standard tool for assessing the overall quality of PFM systems. It consists of 31 performance indicators across seven broad areas 
of the PFM system: Budget reliability; Transparency of public finances; Management of assets and liabilities; Policy-based fiscal strategy and budgeting; 
Predictability and control in budget execution; Accounting and reporting; External scrutiny and audit.

12 Performance indicator 11 covers PIM, with dimensions that include the economic analysis of investment proposals, investment project selection, 
investment project costing and investment project monitoring.

3.1. Introduction
One distinctive feature of the literature on PIM is that 
it is based predominantly around certain ‘diagnostic 
frameworks’. These aim to assess the quality of a PIM 
system, to identify the processes or institutions that are 
weak and to suggest potential reforms (Rajaram et al., 
2010). 

The World Bank’s diagnostic framework for PIM was 
the first instrument to explore these issues, but it has been 
followed by many other tools. In 2015, the IMF launched 
its PIM assessment at the Financing for Development 
conference in Addis Ababa. The OECD has also developed 
a self-assessment tool for OECD countries (OECD, 2015). 
The revised Public Expenditure Financial Accountability 
(PEFA) assessment11 framework launched in 2016 also 
introduced a new pillar to assess the management of 
assets and liabilities, which includes new indicators to 
assess PIM.12 A revised PIM assessment (PIMA) is also 
being prepared, which aims to harmonise these various 
frameworks. 

This section examines how these frameworks have 
evolved, focusing on the World Bank and IMF frameworks 
as these have been most commonly used in developing 
countries. It provides an overview of these diagnostics, 
looking at how they conceptualise PIM and the key 
features that affect the efficiency of investment. It also 
explores differences in the scope and diagnostic approaches 
of these frameworks. 

3.2. The scope of public investment 
management diagnostics

3.2.1. A focus on the institutions that underpin 
government-funded investment 

The concept of a PIM system is still relatively new and 
fluid. Not surprisingly, the diagnostics used to assess these 
systems are also still evolving. Nevertheless, they have 
a clear focus on the institutions that manage the direct 
government financing of infrastructure.

PIM diagnostics are concerned with the institutions that 
underpin the decisions made about government-funded 
investment. It is worth noting that public spending is not 
the only policy tool that governments can use to influence 
the quality of infrastructure services. In certain sectors, 
such as mobile telecommunications, the government plays 
primarily a regulatory role to influence the quality of 
private provision of services. 

The IMF’s PIMA does make reference to the way in 
which infrastructure companies are regulated. However, 
for the most part, these instruments are not concerned with 
how regulatory frameworks can support privately financed 
investment or the operation of assets. 

PIM diagnostics have emerged primarily from a 
desire to improve value for money in public spending 
on infrastructure. However, the efficiency of investment 
spending is not only a function of government institutions. 
In many low- and middle-income countries, supply-side 
constraints in the local construction sector can be a 
major source of inefficiencies and bottlenecks in public 
investment. Scarce technical and managerial resources in 
the private sector are fixed in the short run. 
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Where the constraints on these resources are binding 
and no substitutes can be found, increasing the amount of 
investment spending leads to increased investment costs 
without increasing the quantity of assets produced. Efforts 
to scale up investment, therefore, become increasingly 
inefficient (Collier, 2009). 

Certain governments have made active efforts to 
promote the productivity of the construction sector as part 
of a wider industrial strategy. However, this is not within 
the scope of this type of diagnostic.

3.2.2. World Bank diagnostic framework: a system 
linked to the life cycle of an asset

The initial World Bank diagnostic framework for public 
investment was structured around the life cycle of an asset. It 
explored what it might take for any country’s PIM system to 
function effectively: that is to say, first, to select good projects 
for public funding and, second, once they are selected, to 
implement and operate investments effectively. Here, the 
approach identifies eight ‘must-have’ features for the effective 
functioning of any PIM system (summarised in Figure 3).

1. Investment guidance, project development and 
preliminary screening: Governments should provide 
broad strategic guidance for public investment 
projects and programmes. There should be a first level 
of screening of project concepts to ensure they are 
consistent with these priorities, and those that are not 
consistent should be rejected.

2. Formal project appraisal: Following the initial screening 
of projects for consistency with strategic priorities, there 
should be more rigorous appraisal of the cost–benefit 
ratio or cost-effectiveness of projects. The decision 
whether or not to proceed with a project should be based 
on formal and well-publicised technical guidance.13

3. Independent review of appraisal: This is needed as a 
check on the optimism bias (underestimated costs and 
overestimated benefits) that is prevalent in project 
proposals, especially when these are prepared by the 
line ministry or agency that will implement the project. 
There should be a formal review process, which can be 
undertaken by the ministry of finance, or by an agency 
with an arm’s-length relationship to government, such 
as a university or a policy research institute.

4. Project selection and budgeting: This is the point at 
which projects are incorporated into the budget and 
government funds are allocated to projects. The fiscal 

13 This process should include a pre-feasibility study that identifies relevant alternatives before a full feasibility study. This should include cost–benefit or 
cost-effectiveness analysis, preliminary design and environmental and social impact assessments. The evaluation techniques used in this process should be 
appropriate to both the size of the project and to the level of government capacity.

14 Where the budget process is annual, it is particularly useful to have a total project cost management system. It does not necessarily have to be linked to a 
multi-annual budgeting system.

framework and the annual budget should determine the 
overall envelope for public investment, and the recurrent 
budget should adjust to provide future recurrent 
funding to operate and maintain the new assets created 
by the selected projects. 

5. Project implementation: Once projects are selected and 
budgeted, they need to be completed on time and on 
budget. While accurate cost estimates at the project 
appraisal stage are clearly essential, governments should 
also take other steps to implement projects efficiently 
and prevent time and cost overruns. These should 
include: a total project cost-management system and/
or multi-year budgeting for complex projects14 to 
anticipate and control the budgetary needs throughout 
implementation (rather than accounting by separate 
contracts or stages and tracking against annual 
appropriations); arrangements for efficient and fair 
procurement; and guidelines, plans and capacities to 
manage and monitor project implementation.

6. Project adjustment: Governments should have an active 
review process to monitor project implementation and 
address problems. A project-review process should 
typically be part of the annual budget process, where 
implementing agencies submit progress reports. The 
review process should have some flexibility to allow 
changes in the disbursement profile to take account of 
changes in project circumstances and, potentially, to 
allow reallocations of funding across projects that are 
moving at different speeds. This should also include a 
mechanism to restructure or even halt a project if costs 
escalate or time delays reach a point where the project is 
no longer beneficial.

7. Facility operation: Once a project is completed, there 
should be a process to ensure that the facility is ready 
for operation and that services can be delivered. Asset 
registers should be maintained and asset values recorded 
and updated.

8. Project evaluation: There should be a basic completion 
review for all projects, setting out whether the project 
was finished within the specified budget and time frame, 
and whether the outputs were delivered as specified. For a 
smaller sample of projects, there should also be more in-
depth evaluation that compares the costs and benefits of the 
project with those in the project design. These evaluation 
processes enable learning and feedback that can support 
improvements in investment management over time.



These ‘must-have’ features signal a clear departure from 
the largely public finance-oriented reforms supported 
by external actors in the late 1990s. Their support for 
institutional reform aimed to put in place resource-
constrained, medium-term expenditure frameworks, in 
the expectation that sound, prioritised expenditure policy 
would follow. At the same time, it was assumed that 
performance budgeting techniques would take care of 
value for money. 

In Rajaram et al.’s (2010) conceptualisation of a PIM 
system, however, the budget plays a critical but supportive 
role in a wider set of institutions required to develop and 
implement good policy. Projects should only be financed 
when enough funding is available, but decisions on 
whether projects should be approved as being eligible for 
public financing are managed explicitly outside the budget 
process. 

3.2.3. The IMF approach: a greater focus on 
budgetary institutions

The framework for the IMF’s PIMA was developed initially 
as part of a study that tested and quantifed the potential 
benefits of ‘Making Public Investment More Efficient’ (IMF, 
2015a). Since that time, the framework has been used in a 
number of countries to undertake dedicated assessments.

Certain indicators used to assess the health of PIM 
institutions are relatively consistent with the ‘must-haves’ 
set out by the World Bank. For example, the PIMA looks 

at national and sectoral planning, the appraisal of projects, 
the vetting of appraisals, the budget process, project 
management and procurement (see Box 1). 

Throughout the assessment, however, there is a much 
stronger emphasis on budgetary and fiduciary concerns 
than seen in the World Bank’s framework. Indeed, the 
IMF describes PIM institutions as a sub-set of budgetary 
institutions (although it is unclear how some of the 
indicators like ‘project management’ are consistent with 
that definition). The assessment looks, for example, at 
the comprehensiveness and unity of the budget, the rules 
related to the transfer of items from one financial account 
to another (virements) and the carry-over of funds. It also 
examines how assets are accounted for, but not necessarily 
how they are operated. 

More consideration is also given to the institutional 
features that might be needed to ensure the fiscal 
sustainability of overall investment spending. There are 
measures that look at fiscal rules, the management of 
fiscal risks in PPPs, oversight of sub-national government 
borrowing and the financial performance of state-owned 
enterprises. In this respect, PIMA aims to forge a link 
between overall concerns about the relationship between 
investment and debt sustainability and the factors explored 
by Rajaram et al. that affect project-level performance 
(IMF, 2015a). More generally, the assessment demonstrates 
continuity with the sorts of issues set out in the public 
expenditure handbooks of the late 1990s.

Figure 3. Key features of a public investment management system
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3.2.4. Risks of omitting ‘downstream’ constraints 
to efficient investment

This positioning of PIM as a subset of public financial 
management has gained some currency: the most recent 
update of the PEFA framework, for example, introduces 
an indicator on PIM. However, framing PIM as a subset of 

budgetary institutions runs the risk of overlooking critical 
‘downstream’ aspects of the implementation, maintenance 
and operation of investment assets that are connected 
loosely to issues of budgeting and fiduciary management.

These ‘downstream’ factors that affect the efficiency 
of investment feel relatively underdeveloped in existing 

Box 1. International Monetary Fund’s Public Investment Management Assessment

The IMF’s Public Investment Management Assessment 
(PIMA) measures the strength of 15 institutional 
elements needed for the effective management of 
public investment, across the three stages of planning, 
allocation and implementation.

Planning sustainable levels of public investment 
requires institutions that ensure public investment is 
fiscally sustainable and there is effective coordination 
across sectors, levels of government and between the 
public and private sectors. The PIMA assesses whether 
countries have: 

 • fiscal principles or rules that ensure overall levels 
of public investment are adequate, predictable and 
sustainable

 • national and sectoral plans that ensure public 
investment decisions are based on clear and realistic 
priorities, cost estimates and objectives for each 
sector

 • central–local coordination arrangements that 
integrate public investment plans across levels of 
government, provide certainty about funding from 
the central government and ensure sustainable 
levels of sub-national borrowing

 • management of public–private partnerships, 
which ensures effective evaluation, selection and 
monitoring of PPP projects and liabilities

 • regulation of infrastructure companies, which 
promotes open and competitive markets for the 
provision of infrastructure services, objective 
pricing of infrastructure outputs and effective 
oversight of infrastructure company investment 
plans.

Allocation of investment to the right sectors and 
projects requires comprehensive, unified and medium-
term capital budgeting, as well as objective criteria 
and competitive procedures for the appraisal and 
selection of particular investment projects. The PIMA 
assesses whether countries have: 

 • multi-year budgeting that provides transparent 
and predictable levels of investment by ministry, 
programme and project over the medium term

 • budget comprehensiveness that ensures all public 
investment, regardless of the funding channel, is 
authorised by the legislature and disclosed in the 
budget documentation 

 • budget unity that ensures decisions about individual 
projects take account of both their immediate 
capital  cost and future operating and maintenance 
costs 

 • project appraisal that ensures project proposals are 
subject to a published appraisal using a standard 
methodology and taking account of potential risks 

 • project selection that ensures projects are vetted 
systematically, selected on the basis of transparent 
criteria and included in a pipeline of approved 
projects.

Implementation of projects on time and on budget 
requires institutions that ensure projects are fully 
funded, transparently monitored and effectively 
managed. The PIMA assesses whether countries have:

 • protection of investment to ensure that project 
appropriations are sufficient to cover total project 
costs and cannot be diverted at the discretion of the 
executive

 • availability of funding that allows for the planning 
and commitment of investment projects based on 
reliable forecasts and timely cash flows from the 
treasury

 • transparency of budget execution that ensures 
major investment projects are tendered in a 
competitive and transparent process, monitored 
during project implementation and independently 
audited

 • project management that identifies an accountable 
project manager working in accordance with 
approved implementation plans, and that provides 
standardised procedures and guidelines for project 
adjustments

 • monitoring of public assets that ensures assets 
are properly recorded and reported and that their 
depreciation is recognised in financial statements. 

Source: IMF (2015a: 20-22).



diagnostic frameworks compared with the ‘upstream’ 
processes of planning and appraisal. The World Bank’s 
diagnostic framework for PIM unpacks ‘must-have’ 
requirements to screen projects, appraise projects and have 
appraisals independently reviewed before the selection 
of projects. At the same time, however, issues of project 
management, procurement, management of contracts and 
the monitoring of project performance are grouped under 
a single ‘must-have’ feature for project implementation. 
The questions asked to support a diagnostic assessment of 
project implementation are also considerably lighter than 
in upstream areas.15

The IMF’s PIMA framework is even more strongly 
weighted in favour of the upstream elements. Table 1 
compares the IMF PIMA and World Bank framework 
for PIM and shows that measures related to project 
adjustment and facility operation (beyond accounting for 
assets) are not really covered in either of them. The PIMA 
also lacks a review of processes to evaluate and learn from 
past projects.

Linked to this, while finance ministries are 
understandably concerned about inefficiencies in public 
spending, ‘budgetary institutions’ may not be the binding 
constraints to greater investment efficiency. For example, a 
World Bank (2012) study in Indonesia looked at a sample 
of projects over a period of two years and followed the 
processes through which their budgets were created, 
contracts were issued and projects were implemented. The 
study showed that processes for land acquisition were the 
critical point of project delay, rather than the processes 
overseen by finance ministries. 

3.3. Approaches to diagnostics

3.3.1. The World Bank’s ‘must-have’ institutional 
features

The World Bank’s diagnostic framework for PIM is 
based on the premise that eight ‘must-have’ institutional 
features are required for the effective functioning of a PIM 
system. Rajaram et al. do not prescribe targeted levels of 
sophistication for each of these ‘must-have’ features, but 
suggest that a certain level of basic functionality is required 
in each of these eight areas:

‘With regard to the ‘must have’ features, the emphasis is 
on the basic processes and controls (linked at

15 The diagnostic questions for evaluating project implementation in the World Bank framework for PIM are as follows.

• What is the completion rate of the PIP (annual average over the past five years), defined as the annual public investment budget divided by the 
estimated cost to complete the current PIP? How does this completion rate differ across key sectors – education, health, water supply and sanitation, 
roads and power – for example?

• Do ministries undertake procurement plans in line with good practice (for example, using competitive tendering)? And, if so, do they implement 
procurement plans effectively?

16 ‘Climbing the fence’ refers to situations where projects receive financing through the budget without following agreed procedures for project appraisal.

appropriate stages to broader budget processes) that 
are likely to yield the greatest assurance of efficiency 
in public investment decisions. The approach does not 
seek to identify best practice, as exemplified perhaps by 
a sophisticated high-level OECD or Chile-like system, 
but rather to identify the bare-bones institutional 
features that would minimize major risks and provide 
an effective process for managing public investments. 
(Rajaram et al., 2010: 4)’

The World Bank framework allows a certain degree 
of flexibility to explore potential constraints around each 
of the eight ‘must-haves’. A set of open questions at each 
stage of the framework assesses how well the investment 
management system is functioning. Questions are then 
designed to explore, for example, whether appraisals are 
resulting in any projects actually being rejected, or whether 
certain projects can avoid formal processes by ‘climbing 
the fence’.16

Table 1. Key components of public investment 
management diagnostics

IMF PIMA World Bank framework

A. Planning sustainable levels of 
public investment
1. Fiscal principles or rules
2. National and sectoral planning
3. Central–local coordination
4. Public–private partnerships
5. Regulation of infrastructure 

companies

B. Ensuring public investment is 
allocated to the right sectors and 
projects 
6. Multi-year budgeting
7. Budget comprehensiveness
8. Budget unity
9. Project appraisal
10. Project selection 

C. Implementing projects on time 
and on budget
11. Protection of investment
12. Availability of funding
13. Transparency of budget execution
14. Management of project 

implementation
15. Monitoring of public assets

Eight PIM ‘must haves’
1. Investment guidance, project 

development and preliminary 
screening

2. Formal project appraisal
3. Independent review of 

appraisal
4. Project selection and budgeting
5. Project implementation
6. Project adjustment
7. Facility operation
8. Basic completion review and 

evaluation
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This framework was used widely by the World Bank 
to structure country-level dialogue, lending and analytical 
work on PIM, with diagnostics studies often undertaken 
in conjunction with public expenditure reviews. Many of 
the findings of this work were synthesised into a broader 
guidebook on PIM (Rajaram et al., 2014), which set out 
certain emerging themes (e.g. the importance of appraisal 
and procurement) and lessons for country reforms. 

3.3.2. The IMF’s introduction of a standardised 
indicator framework

The IMF’s initial PIMA framework, in contrast, measures 
the quality of PIM institutions by identifying ‘three key 
design features’ for each of the 15 ‘PIM institutions’ it 
includes (as shown in Box 1: five each across the key 
stages of planning, allocating and implementing public 
investment). The quality of each of these key design 
features is scored (fully met, partly met or not met), both 
in terms of the presence of the institution (its form) and 
whether it is working effectively (its function). 

The PIMA framework builds upon the work of Dabla-
Norris et al. (2012), who developed an index of PIM 
institutions (the Public Investment Management Index, 
PIMI), which allowed for ‘benchmarking across regions 
and country groups and for nuanced policy relevant 
analysis and identification of specific areas where reform 
efforts could be prioritized.’

The parameters and measurement of PIM institutions 
indicate a wider push to create standardised indicators 
of the quality of public sector institutions: most notably 
through PEFA, but more recently through the Debt 
Management Performance Assessments and the Tax 
Administration Diagnostic Assessment Tool. 

Part of the motivation for coming up with such 
indicators is that it allows for cross-country statistical 
analysis. PIMA scores have been used to establish an 
empirical relationship between certain ‘PIM institutions’ 
and the efficiency of public investment (IMF, 2015a). 

Making Public Investment More Efficient examined 
how the overall scores related to public investment 
performance.17 18 The PIMA results have a high correlation 
with country income, as shown in Figure 4. PIMA has 
documented large differences in the efficiency of public 
investment across countries, defined as how well a certain 
level of public capital stock translates into effective access 
to infrastructure, such as roads, water or electricity. 

The IMF’s analysis also found that a higher PIMA 
score was associated with greater efficiency of investment, 
lower levels of public investment and lesser reliance 

17 The countries in the sample are: seven advanced economies (Finland, Germany, Japan, South Korea, Spain, the United Kingdom and the United States); 
nine emerging markets (Algeria, Brazil, Chile, India, Jordan, the Philippines, Qatar, Romania and South Africa); and nine low-income developing countries 
(Bolivia, Cambodia, Ethiopia, Ghana, Nepal, Niger, Senegal, Sri Lanka and Uganda).

18 Measured as the absolute difference between the budgeted and actual levels of government capital expenditure.

on PPPs. There were also more stable levels of overall 
investment and greater stability of the sectoral composition 
of investment, more credible capital budgets and lower 
perceived levels of rent-seeking and corruption. Stronger 
PIM implementation institutions were also found to reduce 
the volatility of public investment.

Significant differences were found in how countries 
at different income levels were performing on different 
measures of institutional strength (Figure 5). After years 
of donor support for development of plans and medium-
term expenditure frameworks, low-income countries and 
emerging markets received higher ratings for preparing 
plans and multi-year budgeting than advanced economies; 
while low-income countries were found to lag significantly 
behind advanced economies when it came to actually 
making funds available and managing the implementation 
of projects (IMF, 2015a: 23).

Figure 4. Public Investment Management Assessment 
score by country income
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However, a comparison of the PIMA with the PIM 
index PIMI developed several years earlier (Dabla-Norris 
et al., 2012) suggests caution in placing too much weight 
on existing scores. Despite being an attempt to measure 
very similar processes, the PIMA scores and the PIMI 
scores are not well correlated, with an R2 of only 0.24.19 
In addition, the IMF reports that a principal component 
analysis found that the results of the two measures were 
not correlated (IMF, 2015a: 57). This means, essentially, 
that the indicators that explain the main sources of 
variation between the countries in the two indexes are not 
correlated with each other. This means that the two indexes 
give different explanations for variations in the measured 
quality of PIM across countries.

One key problem for this comparison is that the PIMA 
and the PIMI have an overlap of only 10 countries.20 

However, it is concerning that two indexes with similar 
aims have such a low correlation, even for such a small 
group of countries. 

As described above, these quantitative indexes attempt 
to take complex processes and procedures and then, 
subjectively, score them. The lack of correlation between 

19 In statistical analysis, the coefficient of determination is denoted as R2 and is used to give an indication of the goodness of fit of a model. An R2 close to 
zero suggests a weak fit. 

20 Bolivia, Brazil, Cambodia, Ethiopia, Ghana, Jordan, Philippines, Senegal, South Africa, Uganda. 

21 This is a possibility as the initial assessments used in these indices were based on questionnaires rather than in-depth country-level assessments.

the two suggests that either the subjective scoring on 
one or both of the indexes is not reliable (measurement 
error)21 or that the indexes are measuring processes and 
institutions that are sufficiently different to result in 
different scores. This latter case would indicate that there 
is a lack of agreement about which processes are important 
for effective public investment. 

3.3.3. Challenges of quantification related to 
standardised indicator sets in diagnostics

There is a wide literature that critically examines the 
growing number of governance indicators. Such indicators 
are often criticised for being overly normative (Davis et al., 
2012) or too subjective (Thomas, 2010; Langbein and 
Knack, 2010). 

A fundamental problem with many diagnostics is that 
they provide common indicators to measure a country’s 
system against an ideal-type system. Therefore, public 
sector diagnostics do not start by asking ‘What are the 
most serious constraints to a pre-specified policy problem?’ 
(e.g. constraints to growth in Rodrik, 2010), but start 
instead by asking ‘How far is the public sector from the 

Figure 5. Public investment institutional scores by country group
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idealised system embodied in our diagnostic framework?’ 
The resulting assessment is, in effect, a ‘gap analysis’ of the 
actual system relative to the ideal-type system embodied 
in the diagnostic framework. The largest gaps from the 
ideal-type system may not in fact also be the most pressing 
problems in how a PIM system operates in a specific 
country. 

Furthermore, once indicators become important, they 
may generate incentives for ‘gaming’, where governments 
(and their partners) target superficial changes that will 
show up as improved rankings in order to gain external 
legitimacy. This then reduces the usefulness of such 
rankings as they no longer measure true differences in 
how institutions function across countries (Høyland et 
al., 2012). As international organisations move towards 
agreement on a standard set of indicators to diagnose PIM 
systems, this can provide incentives for governments to try 
to ‘catch up’ with their neighbours and spur reforms. But 
there is also a risk of diverting focus (and incentives) away 
from the outcomes desired – such as an improvement in 
the competitiveness of procurement – and instead focusing 
solely on how to close the gap between the ideal-type 
system and the actual system. 

This makes it all the more difficult to prioritise reform: 
instead of focusing on the country-specific challenges and 
on institutional arrangements that are likely to have the 
largest impact on infrastructure outcomes for that specific 
setting, reform may instead focus on the areas where it is 

easiest to improve the scores. If these are not the same, and 
countries need to show donors or other outsiders that they 
are making progress, there is a strong incentive to divert 
attention away from effective reforms to focus on easier 
reforms that may have less impact.

3.4. Summary
PIM diagnostics have played a very useful role in 
improving understanding on the potential drivers of 
inefficient investment. The World Bank’s diagnostic 
framework showed how the allocative and operational 
efficiency of investment spending is a function of a 
broader set of institutions than systems of public financial 
management.

There are, however, two clear directions in the way that 
these instruments are evolving. 

 • First, there is a shift of focus towards seeing PIM as a 
subset of budgetary institutions. This risks diverting 
focus away from critical downstream processes that 
can affect the value for money achieved by investment 
spending. 

 • Second, there has been a move towards developing 
standardised indicators to be used as part of a 
diagnostic framework. These are likely to have an 
impact on incentives for reforms.



4. Where next for 
international 
engagement in this 
area?

This final section looks ahead and considers how 
international support for PIM is likely to evolve. It sets out:

 • potential risks arising from the move to a standardised 
indicator-based diagnostic and some suggestions on how 
to mitigate those risks

 • considerations for using diagnostics to support reforms; 
 • some existing gaps in knowledge that should be 

addressed by further research
 • lessons for other sectors that could be drawn from the 

evolving debate on PIM, and
 • some principles on how diagnostics might be applied at 

the country level.

4.1. Emerging risks and measures to 
mitigate those risks

4.1.1. Getting value for money from public 
spending on infrastructure is not just about 
public investment management institutions

There is a risk that reforms to a fixed set of institutional 
features agreed by international organisations in a 
standardised diagnostic framework becomes the default 
approach of the international community to improving 
value for money in infrastructure. Not all problems of 
spending efficiency are related to the specific government 
institutions that frame the selection and execution of 
investment. This is particularly true if PIM is increasingly 
seen as simply a subset of budgetary institutions. 

Value for money may also be constrained by limitations 
on the supply side (e.g. insufficient engineers, market 
structures for suppliers of assets, etc.). The kind of 
institutions commonly identified in the literature on 
industrial policy may be more relevant for alleviating 
these kind of constraints than the institutional features 
scrutinised in the PIM diagnostics. Collier (2009: i120), for 

example, documents how the planning ministry worked 
with the construction sector in Botswana to alleviate 
supply-side constraints:

‘The rapid growth of government revenue from 
diamonds and the resulting scope for public investment 
created massive demands for construction, but this 
occurred in a context of initially very limited domestic 
capacity. In addition to a rolling overall economic 
development plan, the government had an annual 
plan-within-a-plan specifically for the construction 
sector. Each year it would extract from the overall plan 
the implications for the construction sector, convene 
the local construction firms, and discuss whether 
implementation was feasible. If it was judged infeasible, 
the government would ascertain the problems facing 
local construction firms, attempt to alleviate them, and 
also revise the plan so that it was consistent with local 
capacities. It also flattened the supply curve by the use 
of foreign construction firms and imported skills.’

Similarly, Rodrik (1995) argues that South Korea’s 
economic success owes much to government interventions 
to solve investment coordination failures. Warner (2014) 
suggests that large returns to infrastructure investment in 
South Korea in the 1960s were the result of investment 
that responded to bottlenecks identified through close 
collaboration between government and the private sector. 
Elsewhere, a government’s understanding of the needs of 
the private sector, without being ‘captured’ by that sector, 
has been called ‘embedded autonomy’ (Evans, 1995). 

Strengthening a pre-defined set of ‘public-investment 
management institutions’ may not then always be the 
best way to improve returns in investment spending. 
Bottlenecks can arise from the supply side of infrastructure 
too. This then calls for efforts to strengthen public 
investment to be part of a broader discussion on how 
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to improve infrastructure outcomes. Infrastructure 
specialists and engineers need to be involved as much 
as fiscal economists. It may also involve developing a 
better understanding of how the construction industry is 
functioning and its relationship with government (section 
4.2 provides some examples of this type of engagement in 
the context of Uganda).

4.1.2. Crowding out other analytical work
A diagnostic of PIM institutions is one of a number of 
analytical tools that can be used by international actors 
to support more efficient investment. However, caution 
may be needed to ensure that other analytical work is not 
crowded out by standardised PIM diagnostics. 

External actors, can, for example, provide useful 
analysis of the efficiency and equity of spending policies 
in infrastructure sectors: indeed the World Bank has 
undertaken a number of diagnostics in conjunction with 
public expenditure reviews. Studies such as the Africa 
Infrastructure Country Diagnostic (Foster and Briceño-
Garmendia, 2010) are also useful for providing a sense of 
the constraints to improved infrastructure outcomes more 
broadly. There may also be a role for distinct analytical 
products where state-owned enterprises or development 
banks play a major role in promoting infrastructure 
investment. 

Attempts to measure the performance of institutions 
should not crowd out direct measures of the performance 
of projects. Pulling together data on contracts as well 
as the costs and benefits of projects internationally is a 
global public good that has the potential to support good 
preparation of projects worldwide. Flyvbjerg (2008) and 
Kahneman (2011) have emphasised the importance of 
evidence if project appraisals are to counter ‘optimism bias’. 

There is also scope to use contractual data for 
experiments on the effectiveness of different procurement 
mechanisms. Lewis-Faupel et al. (2014), for example, 
found that the greater transparency provided by 
e-procurement improved quality and reduced time 
overruns in India and Indonesia by reducing the cost 
of acquiring tender information. At the same time, the 
increased number of suppliers reduced the potential for 
collusion between contractors and government officials. 

Similarly, local government e-procurement in Bangladesh 
led to cost reductions of around 12% (Abdallah, 2015).

Existing diagnostics have provided plenty of insight 
on common institutional weaknesses, but there is less 
information on how countries have found solutions to 
problems over time. The World Bank’s The Power of Public 
Investment Management provides a useful stocktake 
of the Bank’s own assessments and what comes across 
clearly is that there are recurring problems that seem to 
emerge across countries of similar types (Rajaram et al., 
2014). Synthesising knowledge on how countries have 
solved some of these problems could help to generate ideas 
and menus of options for other governments grappling 
with common issues. In many low-income countries, 
for example, absorptive constraints are identified as a 
key barrier to investing more and to getting good value 
for money from that investment. It would be useful to 
understand how countries have alleviated these constraints.

More could also be done to build up a knowledge base 
around the institutional features that support effective 
execution of investments. This could include developing a 
set of questions to better understand downstream processes 
such as systems of project management, procurement 
and contract management. Processes for acquiring and 
managing land and undertaking social and environmental 
safeguard assessments can also have a major bearing on 
the value for money from investments, but have not been 
explored to the same extent.

4.1.3. Keeping the focus on how systems work and 
not just how they look

As indicators to measure investment management become 
standardised, there is a need to ensure that diagnostics 
continue to identify functional weaknesses in systems, 
and not just institutional forms. A good understanding 
of whether systems to select and implement projects 
are actually functioning requires focusing in on actual 
investment projects that have been planned and delivered. 
Table 2 draws extensively from the diagnostic framework 
set out in Rajaram et al. (2014: 30-33; 34-37) and sets out 
some of the types of questions that officials might want to 
ask when scrutinising a sample of projects in a particular 
sector or ministry.



22 It should be noted here that it is unrealistic to expect all projects to be subject to some kind of formal economic analysis. The kind of analysis required 
should be proportional to the scale or riskiness of the project. In practice, this may mean that there are simple rules such as thresholds that define what 
kind of analysis is needed (e.g. all projects over $1 million in value require a full economic appraisal).

23 Checks on optimism bias can come from an independent check, but also from techniques such as ‘reference class forecasting’, essentially creating a 
distribution of the costs and benefits of the actual outcomes from comparable projects. The aim is create an ‘outside view’, as the ‘inside view’ of the 
project promoter is systematically biased (Flyvbjerg, 2008; Kahneman, 2011).

Table 2. Assessing the functionality of public investment management systems

Feature of public 
investment management

Key functions Examples of diagnostic questions

Investment guidance and 
screening

Only projects consistent 
with the broader 
government strategy/ 
vision proceed for formal 
appraisal.

• Is there guidance which sets out criteria by which projects could conceivably be rejected prior to 
appraisal? 

• Is there evidence of projects being developed that are rejected prior to appraisal? 

Project appraisal23 Projects are subjected to 
standard formal appraisal 
processes, with a check on 
systematic optimism bias 
in appraisal.24

Looking at a sample of project appraisals:

• Did the projects appraised follow standard appraisal procedures?

• Did project appraisals differ depending on the size of the project?

• In the sector under consideration, did appraisals use economic appraisal? Are assumptions in 
appraisal clearly stated?

• What proportion of project appraisals were rejected/sent back for further analysis? Was there a 
clear rationale for the rejection[s] that was consistent with appraisal procedures?

Project selection and 
budgeting

Projects that have not been 
approved through appraisal 
procedures are not eligible 
for financing.

Funding of projects is 
consistent with the overall 
resource envelope.

• What proportion of projects sampled were appraised prior to incorporation in the budget? 

• Were projects that were incorporated in the budget ready to be implemented?

• Has there been any delays in approving annual budgets for investment projects?

• Are budget allocations for projects consistent with those set out in project appraisals? Are existing 
investment projects under arrears? Have projects been subject to penalties for delayed payments? 

• Are all donor counterpart funding requirements being met?

Project implementation Projects completed on 
time, on budget and to 
specification.

Contracting process for 
projects is functionally 
competitive to support 
the achievement of these 
goals.

• What is the average percentage cost overrun (in inflation adjusted terms) on major projects 
compared to appraisal; compared to original (and amended) budget?

• What is the average percentage time overrun on major projects?

• What is the average percentage execution rate of projects?

• Funding: Are budgeted funds being released to projects on time and in full? Are ongoing projects 
receiving sufficient funds for their completion? Is there information available on the total cost of 
ongoing projects and the amounts that have been spent on the projects to date?

• Procurement: Were contracts awarded on the basis of competitive bidding? How many bids 
were received for projects? Was the procurement of projects subject to delay? Has there been 
renegotiation of contracts since the bids were made? 

• Monitoring: Is information available on the progress of projects against milestones/reporting 
frameworks set out in project plans? Are mechanisms in place to verify whether completed 
projects have been implemented in line with planned specifications? 

Project adjustment Project implementation is 
reviewed and allows for 
purposeful adjustments 
to disbursements 
or termination of 
projects when external 
circumstances change.

• Where costs of projects have escalated relative to initial plans, what checks/processes have been 
in place to approve changes?

• Are project appraisals revisited after their costs increase? Or benefits reduced?

Basic completion review 
and evaluation

Performance is monitored. 
Lessons are learned and 
actions taken to improve 
performance.

• Are completed projects evaluated and estimated costs and benefits compared relative to 
appraisal?

• Is there evidence that major problems identified in the analysis are being addressed?

• Is there clarity on the actors with responsibility to address these problems?
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Table 2 sets out questions that could be usefully asked 
in an analysis of specific projects. However, a further key 
function is to ensure that overall levels of public investment 
are fiscally sustainable. This requires a quite different set of 
questions, as set out in Table 3.

A final ‘must have’ in the initial Rajaram et al. (2014) 
diagnostic that is not covered in Tables 2 and 3 is the 
operation of existing assets. 

It is clear that the returns to investment are going to 
depend on how assets are operated and used. However, this 
does not fit neatly around the project cycle and it may be 
more difficult to fully assess how systems are functioning. 
Questions such as ‘Does an asset register exist?’ are, on 
their own, unlikely to diagnose whether or not assets are 
being properly maintained. 

A key challenge in understanding whether systems for 
operating and maintaining existing assets are functioning 
effectively is that there is likely to be a separate system 
for each sector. The operation and maintenance of roads 
might depend upon the management of a road fund. In 
the energy sector, it raises questions of sector regulation 
and the pricing of energy. Where state-owned enterprises 
are involved in the management of existing assets, it raises 
questions of corporate governance of the state-owned 
enterprises sector. Nevertheless, some key questions which 
can be asked to guide diagnosis of the operation of existing 
assets are set out in Table 4.

An integrated version of Tables 2 to 4 is included at 
Annex 1.

4.2. Moving from diagnostics to reform

4.2.1. Managing the politics of public investment
Diagnostics are useful for telling us which capacities are 
weak and in need of reform. But we cannot assume that a 
government counterpart will necessarily have the willingness 
or capability to tackle identified weaknesses. More thought 
is needed on how external actors might usefully engage with 
the political economy of capital spending.

Cross-country evidence finds that countries with 
low-quality governance and limited political checks and 
balances have higher public investment as a proportion of 
GDP (Keefer and Knack, 2007; Grigoli and Mills, 2014). 
However, this higher public investment does not generally 
translate into productive infrastructure. This arises from 
the inherent nature of capital spending: because it is a 
multi-year process, from the design of projects to their 
selection, financing and implementation, it is plagued by 
commitment problems.

One manifestation of this commitment problem, as noted 
in Section 2, is seen when politicians cannot make credible 
commitments to their potential supporters. Political support 
is then gained by clientelism, such as spending on narrowly 
targeted public infrastructure and excessive rent-seeking, or 
‘pork barrel’ politics. In such a context, infrastructure does 
not support economic growth because that is not the aim of 
the spending. It is instead clientelist spending which aims to 
maintain support for the government.

Table 3. Assessing the fiscal sustainability of the overall level of public investment

Feature of public 
investment management

Key functions Examples of diagnostic questions

Making prudent decisions 
on the overall level of public 
investment spending

National infrastructure stock is 
maintained or expanded, subject 
to borrowing being consistent with 
macroeconomic stability.

• Is consideration of the aggregate size of investment integrated into the setting of the 
overall fiscal framework?

• Do ‘top down’ expenditure ceilings reflect all existing investment commitments? 
• Do ceilings reflect recurrent commitments resulting from completed projects?
• Are policy-makers presented with options on how to allocate fiscal space, including on 

new investments?
• What is the estimated cost of completing the investment portfolio as a percentage of the 

existing investment budget?

Managing potential fiscal 
risks emerging from 
investment

Identification and management of 
potential fiscal risks emerging from 
management of infrastructure. 

• Is information available on contingent liabilities in the infrastructure sector, including 
through PPPs, state-owned enterprises and subnational borrowing?

• Are there processes in place to use this information to inform decisions on how to 
manage these risks?

• What is the size of these liabilities relative to GDP?

Table 4. Diagnostic questions for assessing infrastructure operation

Feature of public 
investment management

Key functions Examples of diagnostic questions

Facility operation Once constructed, facilities are 
operating and providing services.
Affordable and accessible 
infrastructure services are provided.

• What proportion of completed projects are providing services?

• What is the delay between project completion and projects becoming operational?

• Are infrastructure coverage and quality indicators improving?



A second manifestation is seen when politicians cannot 
commit to agreements with each other, leaving projects 
uncompleted. Williams (2017) finds that approximately 
one-third of local government capital projects (e.g. schools, 
boreholes) in Ghana, consuming nearly one-fifth of all 
capital spending, are never completed. This happens 
because political leaders are unable to sustain bargains over 
project distribution over multiple years. As a result, projects 
are started but never finished as funds are allocated to new 
projects before ongoing projects are completed. Districts 
that are politically and ethnically homogenous, and that can 
therefore more easily make and keep commitments, have 
significantly higher completion rates.

Given that poor infrastructure outcomes are related to 
underlying political incentives, a reform strategy that relies 
on a narrow political or technocratic leadership to push 
through improvements to PIM processes and techniques 
may not work. Instead, reforms need to find creative 
ways to address, or work around, the more fundamental 
incentive problems that underlie technical weaknesses. 

A simple institutional change that promoted collective 
action has been seen in Ghana, where some projects were 
financed by an aid-funded grant with one simple rule: 
existing projects must be completed before new funds are 
disbursed. Aid-financed projects had significantly higher 
completion rates as a result. This simple institutional 
change to the grant rules seemed to be sufficient to 
induce bargaining and solve the collective-action problem 
(Williams, 2017).

Examples of broader institutional reforms that 
broadened inclusivity can be seen in Kenya. The transition 
to democracy diminished the ethnic favouritism that had 
dominated the allocation of road building in Kenya under 
previous periods of dictatorship (Burgess et al., 2015). 

Cross-country studies also hypothesise that, as in Kenya, 
it is the very dispersal of decision-making power in more 
democratic institutions that leads to better, and more 
stable, decisions being made. Constraints on the executive 
and other checks and balances put decisions under 
greater scrutiny and require decision-makers to obtain the 
cooperation and approval of others (Burgess et al., 2015; 
Grigoli and Mills, 2014). 

The result is that instead of investing in narrowly 
targeted public investment for clientelist reasons, political 
leaders invest in public investments that are shared 
across a wider segment of the population – and it is such 
genuine public goods that can promote economic growth. 
This is a case of broad institutional reform leading to 
better outcomes. Of course, it is not realistic to promote 
democracy simply as part of a public investment reform 
programme, but this example suggests that aiming to 
improve technical systems alone may not be enough.

4.2.2. Effective support for reform
The politics of public investment magnify the challenges 
of reform and emphasise the need for careful use of 
diagnostics. They should be used as an avenue to open 
dialogue with the government and identify problems, not 
to mechanistically turn the identified weaknesses into 
blueprints for reform. 

A stylised PIM reform process based on this ‘blueprint 
approach’ is set out in Figure 6. First, the diagnostic is used 
to identify those areas where a PIM system does not live up 
to the standard embodied in the diagnostic. Reforms are 
then mapped from the diagnostic, proposing introduction 
of the sort of processes and institutions that the diagnostic 
has identified as missing (all too often based on an idealised 
‘best practice’, rather than an analysis of what is appropriate 

Figure 6. A ‘blueprint’ approach to public investment management reform
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provide 
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Source: Author’s own
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to the context). Technical assistance and training are then 
provided to implement these reforms, with the expectation 
that the efficiency of investment will increase.

As well as being insensitive to the underlying political 
incentives, a ‘blueprint’ approach to PIM reforms also 
carries a large opportunity cost: if government is focused 
on reforms that do not solve the fundamental problems, 
its scarce resources are not being focused on the areas that 
could improve poor performance. 

The experiences of how PEFA assessments have been 
misused in designing reforms carries some cautionary 
lessons (Hadley and Miller, 2016). 

 • It can lead to problems of ‘isomorphism’ – countries 
imitating best-practice institutional forms, without 
actually reforming how the system is working. Andrews 
(2010) demonstrates that a common set of public 
financial management reforms have been implemented 
in a wide variety of different countries, and it is unlikely 
they all faced the same underlying problems.

 • It can concentrate efforts on making changes to the 
areas captured by standardised indicators, even where 
they do not address the most pressing challenges. 
For example, a key finding of much of the work to 
date on PIM has been that institutions in low-income 
countries are particularly weak in the area of project 
implementation; yet this primarily requires change 
in downstream institutions rather than the upstream 
agencies that are the focus of PIMA indicators.

 • It could contribute to ‘capability overload’, encouraging 
institutional reforms that far exceed the domestic 
capacities to undertake them. 

There is a danger in assuming that reform happens 
through a ‘top-down’ process, whereby a reform plan is 
drawn-up and then implemented by a committed leadership. 
Andrews (2015) distinguishes between two broad 
approaches to public sector reform: (1) ‘solution- and leader-
driven change’ (SLDC), a top-down process where leaders 
design reforms and drive their implementation (referred to 
as ‘top-down reform’ from here on); and (2) ‘problem driven 
iterative adaptation’ 24 (PDIA), where reform is a process of 
muddling through, motivated by locally identified problems, 
finding solutions through experimentation and learning 

24 ‘PDIA combines four key principles of engagement into a way of thinking about and doing development work in the face of complexity: (i) Focus on 
specific problems in particular local contexts, as nominated and prioritized by local actors; (ii) Foster active, ongoing experimental iterations with new 
ideas, gathering lessons from these iterations to turn ideas into solutions; (iii) Establish an ‘authorizing environment’ for decision making that encourages 
experimentation and ‘positive deviance’; and (iv) Engage broad sets of agents to ensure that reforms are viable, legitimate and relevant—that is, politically 
supportable and practically implementable.’  
(Andrews et al., 2015: 20).

and being led by multiple agents. He finds in a sample of 
successful reforms that the bulk of these occurred through 
PDIA-type reform processes rather than through SLDC-type 
processes.

To support such processes, external actors, rather than 
just playing the role of technical advisors, also need to 
play the role of ‘facilitators’ who can convene actors and 
broker agreements (Williamson, 2015). This role as an 
honest broker is as important, if not more important, as 
the role as a provider of technical advice. External support 
may be needed to build consensus on what the problem 
is and what reforms can address it. There also needs to 
be wide understanding of what the reform ‘problem’ is, 
to drive action across a range of government officials 
in different ministries and agencies, rather than relying 
on a single ‘reform champion’ to drive change across 
government. 

The kind of exploratory diagnostic provided by the 
World Bank PIM framework provides an avenue for this 
sort of analysis. The diagnostic process itself can be used 
to facilitate discussion across finance ministries and the 
other key agencies involved in delivering infrastructure. 
These include the relevant sector ministries and agencies 
(e.g. roads, water, energy), as well as planning or economic 
ministries. This can help drive shared understanding of 
problems and shared commitment to reform.

In addition, if detailed local knowledge is needed 
to identify reforms that are compatible with local 
circumstances, an appropriate role for outsiders, who are 
less likely to possess this detailed local knowledge than 
domestic actors, is to broker and stimulate discussion of 
possible reforms. Intelligent use of examples from other 
countries, which are then adapted to local context, can 
be important (Krause, 2013), as uncritical or insincere 
adoption of institutional forms is likely to fail. 

A study of the Ugandan roads sector in 2009 offers 
some concrete examples of initiatives to support ‘room 
for manoeuvre in the change process’, as summarised in 
Box 2. These suggestions were made to support the newly 
established Uganda National Roads Agency to improve 
the efficiency of spending on roads, where vested interests 
were reluctant to see the end of collusive practices. These 
suggestions are not necessarily transferrable, but give a 
flavour of some of the ideas that could be used to facilitate 
‘difficult change processes, turning potential realignments 
of interest into actual realignments.’ 



4.3. Drawing lessons from the public 
investment management literature 
for other sectors and policy areas

The PIM literature could provide useful insights for other 
sectors. In particular, it points to the fact that generating 
value for money in public spending is about much more 
than public financial management systems. The ‘must-
have’ features identified by Rajaram et al. (2014) are not 
necessarily specific to public investment. Indeed, they 
could be applied more generally to the development and 
implementation of good spending policies:

 • having in place an overall strategy to guide the 
formulation of specific policy initiatives

 • appraising those policies before consideration in the budget
 • ensuring that those policies are independently challenged 

and scrutinised
 • making sure that policies are properly budgeted for
 • having in place proper structures for policy 

implementation

 • reviewing the progress of policy implementation and 
revisiting the suitability of the policy design if necessary, 
and

 • evaluating the effectiveness of policy implementation to 
support learning in the design of future policies.

Specific efforts to strengthen processes to ensure better 
value for money could also have positive spillover effects 
for policy-making in other sectors. For example, the 
UK’s Green Book for appraisal and evaluation is not just 
for investment projects, but is also about ensuring good 
spending policy (HM Treasury, 2013). Business cases are 
developed for all large new spending initiatives, not just 
specifically for infrastructure. The development of skills 
required to undertake economic analysis for appraising 
and evaluating expenditure policies are also highly relevant 
for evaluating changes in tax policy. 

4.4. Principles for undertaking diagnostics
At the country level, a number of principles could help to 
guide the quality of future diagnostic work.

Box 2. Supporting room for manoeuvre in the change process in Uganda’s roads sector

A political economy analysis of the Ugandan roads sector 
provided a set of suggestions on how external actors 
might increase ‘room for manoeuvre’ in making change. 

Communications

External actors can bring communications professionals 
together with ‘overworked engineering and procurement 
professionals’ to communicate how the selection 
and implementation of investment projects affect 
infrastructure services. Where impressive work is 
being done, support can be sustained for that work by 
communicating in newspapers read by urban elites, but 
also through other channels that reach a wider audience. 

Brokering dialogue

Mutual recriminations often surround failures to 
deliver investments: finance ministries may not provide 
enough money; line ministries may under-forecast costs 
of projects; and contractors may not do what they 
said they were going to do. This kind of adversarial 
communication is unhelpful for identifying solutions to 
problems. The right kind of third party can ‘sponsor a 
dialogue or “bang heads together” as appropriate.’

Countervailing networks

Where a small number of firms are capturing all 
government contracts at inflated prices, there may be 
limited incentive for change among those benefitting from 
the current system. However, there may be companies 

who are losing out as a result of such arrangements. 
Individual companies may be unwilling to ‘put their head 
above the parapet’ to challenge these arrangements. A 
well-positioned honest broker for reform could help to 
build coalitions of actors who would benefit from ending 
collusive practices and counter those who lobby for 
maintenance of the status quo.

Lowering barriers to collective action

As in many countries, Ugandan firms are incentivised 
to bid low to win work in the expectation that they can 
escalate costs once a contract has been won. Technical 
improvements to contract management, on their own, 
are unlikely to fix such problems. To turn this logic 
around, some type of step-change will be required where 
firms can be assured that they will not be penalised 
for costing work accurately in their bids and that 
contractors will bear the risk of under-pricing work. 

Infant industry support

Industry membership organisations (e.g. institutes 
of engineers or construction professionals, trade 
associations) can serve as a potentially useful pro-reform 
network. Providing support to these organisations to link 
up with counterparts in neighbouring countries can help 
in the sharing of ideas, building common standards and 
increasing the perceived value of membership of such 
organisations.  
 
Source: Booth and Golooba-Mutebi (2009, 2015).
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 • Applying diagnostics to an analysis of projects in 
specific sectors is more likely to yield insights into how 
systems are operating (and not just how they look). 
Where possible, an analysis of the performance of a 
sample of projects throughout their life cycle is a good 
way of trying to understand how systems are actually 
working. By focusing on projects, rather than just the 
institutional structures for managing projects, a clearer 
picture is likely to emerge as to whether systems are 
actually working. A project-level analysis can also play 
a useful role in identifying specific bottlenecks to project 
implementation.

 • Diagnostic frameworks can provide useful structures to 
organise analysis, but should not be seen as straitjackets. 
There is a danger that, as standardised measures are 
introduced, PIM comes to be understood as a pre-
defined set of institutions. Where diagnostics are used 
flexibly, they can be more easily tailored to specific 
problems. 

 • As much effort needs to go into identifying appropriate 
solutions as into identifying constraints to performance. 
Good institutional diagnostics will tell you how systems 
are working, but will not necessarily reveal why systems 
work the way they do. In many cases, PIM problems are 
collective action problems. ‘Inefficient’ investment may 
not be seen as a problem by certain government actors 
who benefit from those inefficiencies. Changing formal 
procedures may not actually change the decisions 
that are made if the underlying problem is not widely 
understood across government and if incentives for 
government actors are not changed.

 • Motivating and supporting processes of change is vital 
for successful outcomes. This requires giving some 
thought as to where the pressure for change is likely 
to come from. In some cases, clients may have the 
willingness and authority to take on recommendations 
from a diagnostic and lead a process of reform on that 
basis; this cannot, however, always be assumed. External 
actors could play a useful role in bringing together 
different actors to develop a common understanding 
of a problem and possible solutions. Structuring 
discussions around obstacles to the delivery of 
infrastructure-related services may be more motivating 
than technical descriptions of ‘public investment 
management institutions’. 

Ultimately, any diagnostic tool can be used poorly or 
well. What matters most is whether it contributes to an 
analysis that engages the government in fixing parts of 
the problem. A diagnostic will be used well if it stimulates 
discussion of problems and options for how they might be 
fixed. Doing this well requires relating a general diagnostic 
to a government’s priorities and the way in which local 
institutions work. 

If diagnostics can be used to achieve this, they can 
enhance the cause of reform. However, if they are used 
only to provide mechanical, blueprint reforms that ignore 
the local context, they will distract attention from the 
areas where reforms are really needed and set back the 
cause of improved PIM. 



Annex 1: Diagnostic questions for assessing the 
functionality of PIM systems

Feature of public 
investment management

Key functions Examples of diagnostic questions

Making prudent decisions 
on the overall level of 
public investment spending

National infrastructure 
stock is maintained or 
expanded, subject to 
borrowing being consistent 
with macroeconomic 
stability.

• Is consideration of the aggregate size of investment integrated into the setting of the overall fiscal 
framework?

• Do ‘top down’ expenditure ceilings reflect all existing investment commitments? 

• Do ceilings reflect recurrent commitments resulting from completed projects?

• Are policy-makers presented with options on how to allocate fiscal space, including on new 
investments?

• What is the estimated cost of completing the investment portfolio as a percentage of the existing 
investment budget?

Managing potential fiscal 
risks emerging from 
investment

Identification and 
management of potential 
fiscal risks emerging 
from management of 
infrastructure. 

• Is information available on contingent liabilities in the infrastructure sector, including through 
PPPs, state-owned enterprises and subnational borrowing?

• Are there processes in place to use this information to inform decisions on how to manage these 
risks?

• What is the size of these liabilities relative to GDP?

Investment guidance and 
screening

Only projects consistent 
with the broader 
government strategy/ 
vision proceed for formal 
appraisal.

• Is there guidance which sets out criteria by which projects could conceivably be rejected prior to 
appraisal? 

• Is there evidence of projects being developed that are rejected prior to appraisal? 

Project appraisal Projects are subjected to 
standard formal appraisal 
processes, with a check on 
systematic optimism bias 
in appraisal.

Looking at a sample of project appraisals:

• Did the projects appraised follow standard appraisal procedures?

• Did project appraisals differ depending on the size of the project?

• In the sector under consideration, did appraisals use economic appraisal? Are assumptions in 
appraisal clearly stated?

• What proportion of project appraisals were rejected/sent back for further analysis? Was there a 
clear rationale for the rejection[s] that was consistent with appraisal procedures?

Project selection and 
budgeting

Projects that have not been 
approved through appraisal 
procedures are not eligible 
for financing.

Funding of projects is 
consistent with the overall 
resource envelope.

• What proportion of projects sampled were appraised prior to incorporation in the budget? 

• Were projects that were incorporated in the budget ready to be implemented?

• Has there been any delays in approving annual budgets for investment projects?

• Are budget allocations for projects consistent with those set out in project appraisals? Are 
existing investment projects under arrears? Have projects been subject to penalties for delayed 
payments? 

• Are all donor counterpart funding requirements being met?

Project implementation Projects completed on 
time, on budget and to 
specification.

Contracting process for 
projects is functionally 
competitive to support 
the achievement of these 
goals.

• What is the average percentage cost overrun (in inflation adjusted terms) on major projects 
compared to appraisal; compared to original (and amended) budget?

• What is the average percentage time overrun on major projects?

• What is the average percentage execution rate of projects?

• Funding: Are budgeted funds being released to projects on time and in full? Are ongoing projects 
receiving sufficient funds for their completion? Is there information available on the total cost of 
ongoing projects and the amounts that have been spent on the projects to date?

• Procurement: Were contracts awarded on the basis of competitive bidding? How many bids 
were received for projects? Was the procurement of projects subject to delay? Has there been 
renegotiation of contracts since the bids were made? 

• Monitoring: Is information available on the progress of projects against milestones/reporting 
frameworks set out in project plans? Are mechanisms in place to verify whether completed 
projects have been implemented in line with planned specifications? 
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Feature of public 
investment management

Key functions Examples of diagnostic questions

Project adjustment Project implementation is 
reviewed and allows for 
purposeful adjustments 
to disbursements 
or termination of 
projects when external 
circumstances change.

• Where costs of projects have escalated relative to initial plans, what checks/processes have been 
in place to approve changes?

• Are project appraisals revisited after their costs increase? Or benefits reduced?

Basic completion review 
and evaluation

Performance is monitored. 
Lessons are learned and 
actions taken to improve 
performance.

• Are completed projects evaluated and estimated costs and benefits compared relative to 
appraisal?

• Is there evidence that major problems identified in the analysis are being addressed?

• Is there clarity on the actors with responsibility to address these problems?

Facility operation Once constructed, facilities 
are operating and providing 
services.

Affordable and accessible 
infrastructure services are 
provided.

• What proportion of completed projects are providing services?

• What is the delay between project completion and projects becoming operational?

• Are infrastructure coverage and quality indicators improving?
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